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Abstract 

Purpose 

The advent of targeted prostate biopsies to suspicious lesions based on imaging 

confers improved detection of clinically significant prostate cancer. The 

oversampling of these lesions is likely to better represent the cancer grade. 

However, such grade inflation might lead to the Will Rogers phenomenon.  This 

study aims to investigate whether patients with Gleason 7 cancer on transrectal 

biopsy are upgraded following transperineal MRI-targeted biopsy. 

Materials and Methods 

This retrospective analysis examined 107 consecutive patients presenting at a single 

tertiary referral centre (July/2012-July/2016) with prostate cancer of Gleason score 7 

on transrectal ultrasound-guided systematic non-targeted TRUS-biopsy who then 

underwent a multi-parametric MRI followed by subsequent visual-estimation MRI-

targeted transperineal prostate biopsy for accurate risk stratification and 

localization. Differences between Gleason grades were compared using Wilcoxon 

signed-rank tests. 

Results 

Mean (SD) age was 67.0 (8.0), median (IQR) PSA 6.2 (4.7-9.6) ng/ml. Eighty-four of 

107 (78.5%) had Gleason 3+4 on both transrectal systematic biopsy and 

transperineal MRI-targeted biopsy. Nineteen (17.8%) were upgraded to Gleason 4+3, 

3 (3.0%) to Gleason 4+4 and a single (1.0%) patient to Gleason 4+5.  These 
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differences were significant (p=0.0006). Overall, 23/107 (22%) of patients had higher 

risk disease based on their targeted biopsies (p=0.0006). 

Conclusions 

There is a significant Gleason grade shift in patients with Gleason 7 prostate cancer 

on initial TRUS-biopsy who then have transperineal MRI-targeted biopsies. This may 

suggest a Will Rogers phenomenon through an overestimation of risk. 
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Introduction 

Accurate risk stratification is a cornerstone of modern management of cancer. For 

prostate cancer it holds a particular prominence, magnified by the variability in its 

natural history, in terms of potential for progression to lethal, metastatic disease[1]. 

For example, from the contemporaneous systematic TRUS-biopsy, we would expect 

to find a disease pattern in a given population, proportions of Gleason 3+3, 3+4 and 

so forth[2]. In each group, there would be an expected survival given the grading.  

Introduction of MRI and targeted biopsies is unlikely to emulate these patterns of 

grade[3].  Therefore, is the risk of progression conferred by Gleason score on MRI-

targeted biopsies the same as that on TRUS-biopsy? Are we shifting those with 

potentially less aggressive high-grade cancer from a group with classically favourable 

outcomes, to one with less favourable outcomes? By doing so, the former group 

becomes less ‘contaminated’ by patients with higher-grade cancers improving net 

cancer outcome therein.  Likewise, the latter group now has potentially more 

favourable risk high-grade disease, improving outcomes in this group too.  

This so-called Will Rogers phenomenon (WRP) is an epidemiological paradox coined 

by the American humourist Will Rogers regarding population migration during the 

Great Depression. Iconic examples are the introductions of novel, more sensitive 

diagnostic tests, such as CT imaging in lung cancer patients as described by Feinstein 

et al, detecting previously occult metastases[4].  In prostate cancer, Albertsen first 

described its effect, postulating that the apparent 28% improvement in prostate 

cancer outcomes was due to reclassification of Gleason grading in the preceding 

decade[5]. We aimed to test whether such a phenomenon might be occurring with 
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the change from random TRUS-biopsies to MRI-targeted biopsies and oversampling 

of a tumour ‘hot-spot’ (Figure 2). 

 

Patients and Methods 

This retrospective study, performed between July 2012 and July 2016 in a single 

tertiary referral centre for prostate cancer, evaluated patients presenting for further 

investigation of prostate cancer after an initial diagnosis on 10-12 core systematic 

TRUS-biopsy. The inclusion criteria were patients with no palpable malignant disease 

on DRE (</=cT1c), a Gleason score of 3+4=7 on TRUS-biopsy and a subsequent 

multiparametric prostate MRI followed by a transperineal visual-estimation MRI-

targeted biopsy within six months of the initial TRUS-biopsy. Patients were being 

evaluated for suitability of focal therapy in which accuracy of risk and location of 

lesions obligatory and not easily determined on TRUS-biopsy. 

MpMRI acquisition was performed according to the European guidelines of Uro-

radiology[6].  This includes the use of a 1.5 or 3.0T MRI scanner including T2-

weighted axial and coronal, axial DWI and high b-value as well as T1-weighted DCE 

images, utilising intravenous Gadolinium. Each scan was reported by experienced 

Uro-radiologists and a illustrative diagrammatic map drawn demonstrating regions 

of interest (ROI) for targeting and scored using a Likert-like scale of 1-5[7].  Scores 

represented the overall impression of the Uro-radiologist as to the level of suspicion 

of prostate cancer.  Lesions scoring 4 or 5 were regarded as suspicious or highly 

suspicious for cancer respectively.  Those scoring 3 were rated as equivocal.  Patients 
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with lesions scoring 3 or above underwent targeted biopsy. The Likert scoring system 

was chosen based on the outcome from the 2011 European Consensus Meeting[7] 

which met prior to the Prostate Imaging and Data Reporting System (PIRADS) 

multiparametric MRI reporting consensus meeting[8] and has demonstrated 

equivalence with the PIRADS system[9]. 

Following mpMRI, visual-estimation targeted biopsy was performed as previously 

described[10]. Each biopsy was performed under local anaesthetic and sedation in 

lithotomy position transperineally, under ultrasound guidance with a biplanar 7.5Hz 

transrectal ultrasound probe (Hitachi Prius). 

Histopathological analysis of targeted biopsies was performed at the primary centre 

by expert Uro-pathologists of over ten years experience each.  Pathologists at the 

primary centre reviewed all the transrectal biopsy slides performed at the referring 

sites for quality control purposes and to reduce intraobserver variability.   

 

Statistics 

Outcomes were primary and secondary Gleason grades as well as Gleason score 

differences between TRUS-biopsy and MR-targeted biopsy. Significance was tested 

using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p=0.05). NCCN risk criteria [11] was also 

assessed in order to stratify patients before and after MR-targeted biopsies.  
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Results 

Baseline characteristics:  

107 consecutive patients were included, all of whom had overall Gleason 3+4=7 

cancer in <50% of cores on TRUS-biopsy, followed by transperineal visual-estimation 

MR-targeted biopsy within median (IQR) 4.7 (3.4-5.2) months. Mean (SD) age was 

67.0 (8.0), median (IQR) PSA 6.2 (4.7-9.6) ng/ml. Radiological cancer stage was T2a in 

27/107 (25%), T2b in 24/107 (22%), T2c in 45/107 (42%) and T3a in 11/107 (10%).  

 

Outcomes:  

Following MR-targeted biopsy, 84/107 (78.5%) had Gleason 3+4=7 disease on both 

TRUS-biopsy and MR-targeted biopsy. 19 of 107 (17.8%) were upgraded to Gleason 

4+3=7, 3 (3.0%) to Gleason 4+4=8 and a single (1.0%) patient to Gleason 4+5=9 

(Figure 3) (p=0.0006).  

In terms of overall cancer risk, TRUS-biopsy compared to MR-targeted biopsy 

conferred an NCCN favourable-intermediate risk in 107/107 (100%) compared to an 

NCCN favourable-intermediate risk in 84/107 (79%), unfavourable-intermediate risk 

in 19/107 (18%), high risk in 2/107 (2%), and very high risk in 2/107 (2%) (p=0.0006) 

respectively. Overall, 22% of patients had higher risk disease based on their targeted 

biopsies. 
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Discussion 

These results show that mpMRI-targeted biopsy strategies lead to upgrading of 

prostate cancer in 1 in 5 patients with Gleason 3+4 prostate cancer after TRUS-

biopsy. Further, 1 in 5 patients had a risk shift into less favourable groups. 

Our study has limitations. First, although the time between biopsies was low, they 

were not performed simultaneously and thus, there was a small possibility of disease 

progression between them. Second, whilst each targeted biopsy was performed in a 

single centre, the preceding TRUS-biopsy was performed in referring centres.  We 

minimised intra-observer variability of histological reporting by re-reporting these 

biopsies ourselves. Third, longitudinal cancer control outcomes by which to judge 

whether the grade and risk shift are clinically significant when matched to a group of 

patients with Gleason 3+4 disease who did not undergo further biopsies is inexistent. 

Common to all oncology, clinicians have advocated aggressive testing to diagnose 

potentially lethal cancers early and cure them.  It is arguable whether such bellicosity 

has improved in prostate cancer specific survival, since statistical artefacts may be 

responsible for witnessed reductions in cancer-specific mortality[12].  The 

introduction of PSA testing in the 1980s led to reductions in death from prostate 

cancer.  Although opinion has swung to-and-fro in regard to the value of PSA as a 

screening test – indeed, the literature at the time of writing suggests its value is 

limited[13] – there is no question that early detection led to curable disease being 

diagnosed, whilst diagnosis with metastasis fell dramatically.  However, given the 

improvements were observed in four years[14], screening may not have responsible.  
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Instead, epidemiological bias may explain the observation. Both lead-time and 

length-time bias have been implicated[15].  

Further, and pertinent to prostate biopsy, is overdetection. Large proportions of 

men harbour prostate cancer, even at early ages[16] but most will not die from the 

disease.  PSA screening, and subsequent systematic biopsy overdetects large 

numbers of these cancers which have little to no impact on life expectancy[17], and, 

whether treated or not, project an appearance of improved survival outcomes for 

the cancer as a whole. These epidemiological phenomena are not the WRP, although 

they can be incorporated within it (Figure 1). 

The WRP is a mathematical paradox as demonstrated by the movement of sections 

of one group to another, leading to an increase in the mean of a value in both 

groups.  When referring to the population migrations in response to the Great 

Depression of the 1930s, Will Rogers stated ‘When the Okies left Oklahoma and 

moved to California, they increased the average intelligence level in both states’. A 

comical quip from the humourist, but relevant to medicine where describing an 

illusory improvement in outcome for groups of patients, but improvement for the 

individual is absent.  

Medically speaking, the phrase was first coined by Feinstein et al in 1985[4].  

Reporting on prognoses of patients with lung cancer, they found that a stage 

migration occurred after introduction of novel diagnostic tests led to the detection 

of previously undetected synchronous metastases. These occult metastases were 

more favourable in risk profile compared to those detected by the less accurate, 

older tests but were now classified as ‘unfavourable’ risk.  Simultaneously, with less 
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metastatic burden these patients improved the overall cancer outcome in the high-

risk group. Likewise, by removing these patients from the favourable prognostic 

group, there was less overall ‘contamination’ with metastatic disease and again 

overall improvement of outcomes for this favourable category.  However, no cancer-

specific improvements were seen in the entire cohort of patients. Whether there 

was a difference in outcome granted to each individual by this shift is also arguable. 

Certainly if the impact of risk shift was to escalate or deny a type of treatment, this 

could have a profound effect on individuals.  

Whilst in other cancers, stage migration is the predominant factor causing the WRP; 

the dynamics in prostate cancer are more multifaceted. Stage migration has 

occurred, and has done in two ways. First, the introduction of mpMRI has caused an 

upward stage migration when compared to staging by DRE. For example, Zhang et al 

found that in a series of 156 clinical T1 cancers undergoing radical prostatectomy, 

the mpMRI reflected the pathological T stage in around 80% [18].  Thus, the 

preoperative T-staging is demonstrably improved if mpMRI is used over DRE.  

However, the implication of doing so in terms of risk stratification is clear.  The 

radiological T3 cases for example, are moved from previously favourable prognostic 

clinical T1 and T2 groups where previously they will have sat occultly and both 

groups will demonstrate improved survival.  However, in the patient group reported 

by Zhang et al, all patients received the same treatment, namely radical 

prostatectomy and one questions whether the individual outcome was altered.   

Second, an increase over time in the number of lymph nodes taken at lymph node 

dissection presents a similar paradox.  Undoubtedly, the EPLND offers accurate 
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nodal staging as the probability of detecting nodal metastasis increases with the 

number of nodes taken[19].  However, the number of nodes harvested to find one 

which is positive, correlates inversely to the nodal metastatic burden and thus 

prognosis.  The increase in EPLND in high-risk patients is observable and likely led to 

the increase in pN1 diagnoses[20].  As with the mpMRI, these patients with low 

nodal metastatic burden, previously occult, move in to a less favourable nodal 

metastasis group. This stage migration ‘decontaminates’ their original group and 

thus the outcome of both groups improves.  Again, the phenomenon treats the 

individual indifferently. 

Traditionally, the WRP and its relationship with prostate cancer manifests itself in 

migration of grade rather than that of stage. In the 1990s there was consensus that 

low Gleason grade tumours should be diagnosed rarely.  At that time the Gleason 

grading system recommended that the most and second-most prevalent histological 

grades determine the score.  In 2000 this was amended to allow for when more than 

two grades are present, and where the worst is not the most or second-most 

prevalent.  In such cases, it was recommended that the most prevalent then the 

highest grade be reported[21].  Further, Epstein wrote in 2000 that Gleason scores 2-

4 should not be diagnosed[22], a concept expanded by consensus to include Gleason 

score 5.  Before 2000, Gleason score 2-5 disease represented up to 50% of new 

diagnoses[23]. Reported Gleason grades then began to rise and now Gleason scores 

of 2-5 have disappeared[24]. 

The consequence of said changes is an adjustment of how patients are characterised 

as having high-risk disease. In the 1990s most patients were categorised as high-risk 
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due to their PSA level alone.  Indeed, Kane et al reported the proportion as 52%[25]. 

After the pathological reporting changes in 2000, a high Gleason grade was most 

commonly responsible for being categorised as such, with Kane et al reporting 65% 

of high-risk cases being in this manner[25].  In some respects, it is remarkable that 

risk stratification transitioned from an objective marker - PSA – to one conditional on 

subjectivity and intraobserver variability. It is not surprising that as this proportion 

increased, the mean PSA of high-risk disease fell from 30.2ng/mL to 10.4ng/mL [25]. 

A higher PSA reflects higher disease burden and confers worse outcome. Thus, the 

effect is the same. The new additions to the high-risk group have a lower disease 

burden and improve overall survival in the high-risk group, whilst also improving the 

outcome of the lower-risk groups they were expelled from, due to the new 

declaration of their small component of high-grade disease. This effect of grade shift 

on prostate cancer survival was described by Albertsen et al who found the 28% 

improvement when compared to historical rates was attributable to grade shift as 

opposed to actual changes in individual outcome[5]. 

In our own study, targeting an ROI on mpMRI leads to an upgrading of disease from 

Gleason 3+4 to 4+3 in 17.8%.  This is due to higher pathological grade components of 

disease displaying features that are more readily visible on mpMRI sequences than 

their lower-grade counterparts.  As such, when one targets the ROI, the cores taken 

retrieve a greater proportion of higher-grade disease.  Much like the examples 

described above, this is another example of grade shift and adds to the causes of the 

WRP in prostate cancer. For example, the results of the PRECISION trial[26] suggest 

that 20000 cases of Gleason 4+4 to 5+5 are missed every year by TRUS-biopsy in the 
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United States[27].  Yet, these cancers are not encountered belatedly with 

metastases. Indeed, the number of men with metastasis at time of diagnosis 

continues to fall[28]. One possible explanation is that these cancers with smaller 

proportions of high-grade disease, detected by our novel diagnostic test, are not 

behaving in the same manner as those detected by TRUS-biopsy, or at least do not 

get chance to before said men die from another cause.  

This phenomenon will pose a significant challenge.  Historical risk stratification 

systems such as the D’Amico[29], NCCN[11] and MSKCC[30] calculators are not 

validated for use with targeted biopsy.  Instead, reflecting their time of development 

they are based on TRUS-biopsy. Thus, an upgrading of Gleason score at targeted 

biopsy if used in these calculators may incorrectly portray an unfavourable prognosis 

by overestimating the disease risk in these men which  may affect the treatment 

offered. For example, almost one in five of the patients in this study would in all 

likelihood not have been offered active surveillance for such disease if contemporary 

risk stratifications are used in the clinical decision making process. However, using 

those same systems, the counter argument may also be true that had they only 

undergone TRUS-biopsy, without a subsequent MRI-targeted biopsy, that they might 

be under-treated. The challenge becomes more urgent when we consider that these 

calculators are also based on clinical T-stage on DRE. Scepticism therefore should be 

cast on whether these risk calculators should be applied in patients undergoing 

either targeted or transperineal mapping biopsies. 
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Conclusions 

There is a significant Gleason grade shift in patients with Gleason 7 prostate cancer 

on initial TRUS-biopsy who then have transperineal MRI-targeted biopsies. This may 

suggest a WRP through an overestimation of risk. 

 

Standard Abbreviations 

TRUS: Transrectal ultrasound  

MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging 

CT: Computed tomography 

DRE: Digital rectal examination 

MpMRI: Multiparametric resonance imaging. 

DWI: Diffusion weighted imaging 

DCE: Dynamic contrast enhanced 

PSA: Prostate specific antigen 

EPLND: Extended pelvic lymph node dissection 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1: The incorporation of the epidemiological lead and length-time biases in 

conjunction with the Will Rogers phenomenon. 

Figure 2: This illustrates how the differences in TRUS and MR-targeted biopsy 

techniques leads to differences in the proportions of different grades of tumour in a 

given sample being different, even in the same tumour. 

Figure 3: This bar chart demonstrates the clear upgrading of 1 in 5 men from 

Gleason 3+4 to 4+3 and above. 

 

 


